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?

 verilen 

 

----

A) development B) exception 

C) determination  

E) prediction 

 

forgery = 

ayan 
intention=niyet

 

 

enebilirler.  (B) 
exception

exception 
 

 
 

 

----

deve

A) contagious B) recycling  

C) futile D) obsolete   

E) tremendous 

 

 

Bu s

edilmedir.  

 

 

ra dikkat ediniz. 

concerns fears
----

A) consumption B) production  

C) determination D) modification  

E) depletion 

 concerns fears
ifadeleri 

  
  

pre  

----

A) called for  B) resulted from  

C) tackled with D) descended from  

E) contributed to  
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---- peo

---- short-

A) between / over B) to / at 

C) towards / in D) among /under 

E) for / on 

 

 ifadesi ile daha 
 

 

----
----

A) in / up to B) at / through 

C) of / between D) over / before 

E) under / from 
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1. ---. 

A) considerably B) redundantly C) dominantly 

D) appropriately E) profoundly 

 

-
 

----.”

A) considerably  B) redundantly C) dominantly  D) appropriately E) profoundly 

2. ----

A) regulates B) signifies C) expresses 

D) provokes E) acquires 

 

 

----
nks.

A) regulates  B) signifies C) expresses  

D) provokes E) acquires 

European System 

regulates= 
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----

A) make out B) give in C) act out 

D) fight off E) end up 

 

 

recession,
but ---- .”

 

anlamak” 

teslim olmak” 

rol yapmak 

D) fight off = "def etmek” 

neticelenmek” 

  

---- age- ----
 

A) of / from B) for / between C) to / among  

D) about / by E) towards / with 

 

---
- person to person
“ den ye from person to person  
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---- -
----

A) after / away B) at / by C) in / over  

D) during / to E) through / from 

 

- 

–
 

 

----

A) benefits B) exceptions C) purposes

D) disturbances E) interventions 

 

 

 In cases children’s injuries effective ----

intervention = müdahale  
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----

A) reluctantly B) substantially C) attentively

D) pleasingly E) incidentally 
 

Keli  
 

“ still differ ----
trade.”

despite
differ

substantially
 

----

A) explicit B) impartial C) reserved

D) current E) supplementary 

 

 

---- technology

current
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----

A) divided into B) designed for C) troubled by

D) brought upon E) settled into 
 

  

---- several branches

 

th ----

A) fetched B) reversed C) spanned

D) magnified E) acquired 
 

 

life ----
continents cultures eras.”

spanned
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VOCABULARY REVIEW TEST - 1

1. Gold prices ---- to a record high as concerns 
grow about a resurgence in the coronavirus 
because more people want to invest in it in 
such global crisis times. 

A) declined B) matured

E) scrutinized

2. For the new emerging powers, international 
cooperation, as well as free trade, is -----.

A) futile B) indispensable

3. The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in over 

considerable concern all over the world. 

E) cut back

5. Immigration can have positive and negative ---- 

are able to conduct precise screening, has 

since the 1700s.

E) invaluable

7. Pasteur devoted his whole life to research and 

them.

8. In the ancient world, it was in the Roman 
Empire where arts and architecture had a/n ----- 
role in all areas of living.

as meeting the criteria for the World Health 
Organization pandemic Phase 5 status on 29 
April.
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various industries we can see a/n ---- of new 
and innovative business models.

manifestation of behaviors and experiences 

12. English is being introduced to ever more and 

education.

A) irreversible B) impeccable

E) pertinent

13. Changing people’s health behavior is a major 

when such ---- focus on people whose social or 

movement of persons to cultural attractions 

with the ---- to gather new information and 

15. Positivistic approaches are founded on the 

out in the natural sciences.

American government that are concerned with 

cities and later to writing, art, and religion, but 
now new ---- suggests that the urge to worship 

E) instance
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18. Much of the best agricultural land in the world 
is used to growing commodities such as 
cotton, cacao, tea, and sugar cane, which are 
non-food products or are ---- nutritious.

Ecuador is a rain forest ----- radical change, 

20. A lot of new states became independent in 1991 
after the ---- of the Soviet Union.

high temperatures.

22. The evidence presented at the trial was not 
adequate enough to ---- the suspect.

A) deliver B) decide

E) persuade

has in proving theories of crime, the use of 
forensics has now become ----- in almost all 
criminal cases.

24. When we come across the term ‘human 

consideration impoverished people, ---- women 
and children.

to ---- between the two.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW TEST 02

articles criticizing foreign soap operas for 
being too explicit and for ---- local values and 
traditions.

E) 

2. Babur, a descendant of Genghis Khan and 

South and Central Asia, is ---- in readings and 

E) distracted

3. Scientists have raised hope that stem cell 

C) 

4. 

recover.

6. European leaders were ----- about Greece’s 

A) amiable B) skeptical

E) haphazard

7. According to economists, although there are 

issues in Europe are more complex and will 
 

----.

8. Although the number of people being infected 

better  
----- and treatment, there are still more than 5 

9. The language of the Hattusa tablets was ------ 

who announced his results in a lecture in 
Berlin.


